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CGS 
// Inline Aeration Meter for Fluids
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The CGS (Concentration Gas 

System) is an inline measuring 

system for the continuous deter-

mination of the gas content in 

fluids. The system works regard-

less of the size and shape of the 

entrained gas portions in the 

fluid. Therefore both finely dis-

persed microbubbles as well as 

large air pockets can be detected 

correctly in the passing medium, 

with their percentage by volume 

displayed in real time.

The following parameters are 

determined by the CGS:

• temperature  

(−30 °C to 150 °C)

• pressure (max. 10 bar)

• gas content CGp at measured 

pressure

• gas content CG0 at atmo-

spheric pressure (recalculation 

according to the ideal gas law)

Gas Concentration Measurement 

in Two-Phase Flows

// FEATURES

 � compact and accurate inline fluid 

aeration meter

 � continuous displaying of the aera-

tion/concentration of undissolved 

gas in fluids

 � constant accuracy from  

0.1 to 100.0 vol% of gas

 � inline-measurement without any 

mechanically moving parts

 � suitable for all electrically non-con-

ductive types of liquids

 � fully upscalable system: different 

sensor sizes available for different 

flow rates

 � non-destructive measurement, in-

dependent of the direction of flow

 � integrated temperature and pres-

sure measurement

 � 4 output values: temperature; 

pressure; CGp (actual gas concen-

tration at measured pressure); CG0 

(standardized value of gas concen-

tration at atmospheric pressure)

 � retroactive accounting of the  

equivalent gas content at  

atmospheric pressure

 � high degree of accuracy

 � short measuring time and  

simple handling

 � compact, portable  

measuring instrument

 � standard digital interface (RS-232, 

adaptable to USB) for an optional 

connection to your PC (Windows 

software included)

 � analog output for all  

measured values

The CGS captures the change 

in the complex fluid impedance 

compared to the unaerated me-

dium, providing the user with key 

benefits wherever fluid aeration 

and gas entrainment take place. 

The system can be used as an 

aeration sensor on test bench-

es of various applications, for 

example for engine, transmission, 

oil pump or turbocharger testing. 

Monitoring the oil circuit, or a 

representative part of it, the CGS 

enables you to detect entrained 

gas of any shape or quantity. 

Also, all areas of technical pro-

duction in which the aeration of 

fluids is either an important qual-

ity feature (e.g. food) or in which 

the production cost can be sig-

nificantly reduced by the target-

ed addition of gas (e.g. adhesive 

processing) are other potential 

applications of the CGS.

standard sensor of the CGS 

~
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Details and Technical Specifications

// VERSIONS 
The CGS consists of only two components: the measuring tube with three integrated sensors (CG sensor, 

PT100 temperature sensor and pressure sensor) and the corresponding control and evaluating system in an 

electronic unit.

The CGS Sensor 

In addition to the standard sen-

sor for flow rates up to 5 l/min 

and for bypass installations (Fig-

ure on the right), we also offer 

additional sensor sizes for higher 

flow rates (e.g. with 1“ diameter 

for up to 200 l/min) for measure-

ment in the main stream.

The design for all sensor variants 

allows their easy integration 

into the fluid circuit by use of a 

standard screw thread, or – on 

request – also via flanges.

aluminum desktop housing compact housing for mobile use

The CGS Electronic Unit

There are different types of 

electronic units available: as 

alternatives to the aluminum 

desktop housing with separa-

ble LEMO connectors, we offer 

a small compact housing for 

mobile use, as well as a large 

plastic housing with terminals 

which is designed for control 

cabinet installation. 
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� Video:  

Follow this link to 

watch how the CGS  

is calibrated.
Video-Link:  
youtu.be/ccTjx1kzdHc
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//  FAST OR SUPERFAST 
MEASUREMENT?

Once you have decided which 

sensor and electronics are best 

for your application, there is one 

more thing to figure out: Would 

you like to measure at standard 

speed - once per second - or at 

high-speed - ten times as fast?

With a measuring time of only 

100 ms the CGS in high-speed 

version might come in handy if 

you have a dynamic application 

with unsteady or inhomogeneous 

aeration.

// MEASUREMENT
The gas concentration in the 

two-phase flow is determined 

by an innovative method that is 

based on the detection of the 

complex fluid admittance and - 

unlike the radionuclide method - 

does not cause any safety prob-

lems. The fluid to be monitored 

in the measuring section always 

consists of two components: the 

unaerated fluid with the admit-

tance Y
F
 and the pure gas with 

the admittance Y
G
: Y = Y

G
 + Y

F

In practice, an aerated fluid will 

always be composed of both 

parts of admittance and can be 

described as a system between 

the following two system condi-

tions:

• no-gas phase, which means 

that there is only unaerated 

fluid inside the measuring 

tube

• no-fluid phase, which means 

that there is only gas/air inside 

the measuring tube

Between those two extremes, the 

CGS system shows a linear align-

ment, which means a constant 

accuracy throughout the entire 

measuring range.

// CALIBRATION
As far as the calibration of the 

system is concerned, the admit-

tance YG of the gas (100% air-/

gas content) is pre-installed by 

flucon as the first extreme value. 

The second extreme value for 

the unaerated fluid (0 % air-/gas 

content) must be calibrated once 

only by the user and should cover 

your relevant temperature range.

To simplify the calibration pro-

cess, we optionally offer a ther-

mostat that can be automatically 

controlled by the CGS.

The calibration only needs to 

be run once per fluid; if fluid 

changes are required, only the 

relevant fluid parameters, which 

can be stored in the system, must 

be reported to the CGS before 

starting the measurement.

thermostat (optional)
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// INTEGRATION IN THE 
FLUID CIRCUIT
The measuring principle of the 

CGS is independent of the flow 

velocity and the viscosity of the 

medium to be investigated. 

Thanks to the integrated cal-

culation of the gas content for 

atmospheric pressure, these influ-

// OPERATING MODES
Every CGS system for the deter-

mination of gas concentration 

in fluids can be used in stand-

alone mode or can be operated 

with your Windows computer 

via standard interface RS-232. In 

addition, each system comes with 

the powerful CGS software that 

enables you to log and interpret 

your measurements.

The CGS also provides an analog 

interface (4 … 20 mA or 0 … 10 V) 

which allows the transmission 

of all relevant measuring data 

(temperature, pressure, gas con-

tent CGp at measured pressure, 

standardized CG0 at atmospheric 

pressure) to your control computer.

CGS rear view

PC software flucon CGS

encing parameters are eliminat-

ed. In view of the high com-

pressibility of gases compared to 

fluids, however, a location with 

low operating pressure is always 

recommended, because, as a re-

sult of pressure, the relative gas 

content is significantly reduced 

and the calculation of the degree 

of expansion for atmospheric 

pressure is therefore difficult. The 

installation of the CGS sensor 

in a bypass line can be easily 

implemented with the help of 

additional CGS accessories.

Mainstream 

(high pressure,  

high flow rate)

Bypass 

(low pressure,  

low flow rate)

B HAWE W

G 3/8"

G 3/8"

fluid stream

CGS

Validation unit
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// TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Measuring range 0 to 100 vol% Gas

Accuracy approx. ±0.1 vol% Gas

Measuring media & Flow rates

electrically non-conductive fluids

for flow rates < 5 l/min: use standard sensor

for higher rates: use bypass installation or large sensor

customized sensor tubes for main stream installation also available upon request

Measuring time
Standard: approx. 1 s,

high-speed version (measuring time approx. 100 ms) available upon request

Temperature measurement PT 100, ± 0.1 °C

Temperature range −30 °C to 150 °C

Pressure range max. 10 bar

Dimensions – measuring tube (WxHxL)

Standard sensor: 40 x 110 x 165 mm;

Large sensor: 60 x 127 x 218 mm

custom-made sizes available upon request

Material – measuring tube special steel (1.4571)

Hydraulic connections

Standard sensor: 2x UNF 9/16"-18Gg (dash-6) male

screw-on adapters (G 3/8" or others) available upon request;

Large sensor: 2x G1" female;

Dimensions – electronic unit (WxHxD)

Standard (Aluminum): 235 x 150 x 370 mm

Large (with connecting terminal): 330 x 150 x 300 mm 

Compact (for mobile applications): 240 x 95 x 115 mm

Data communication (computer) RS-232 interface (CGS software for Windows included)

Analog output – temperature 4 … 20 mA/0 … 10 V

Analog output – CGp-signal 4 … 20 mA/0 … 10 V

Analog output – CG0-signal 4 … 20 mA/0 … 10 V

Analog output – pressure 4 … 20 mA/0 … 10 V

Power supply 110 – 240 VAC or 9 – 36 VDC
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